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Abstract The multideterminental-DFT approach performed to analyze Jahn-Teller
(JT) active molecules is described. Extension of this method for the analysis of
the adiabatic potential energy surfaces and the multimode JT effect is presented.
Conceptually a simple model, based on the analogy between the JT distortion and
reaction coordinates gives further information about microscopic origin of the JT
effect. Within the harmonic approximation the JT distortion can be expressed as a
linear combination of all totally symmetric normal modes in the low symmetry minimum energy conformation, which allows calculating the Intrinsic Distortion Path,
IDP, exactly from the high symmetry nuclear configuration to the low symmetry energy minimum. It is possible to quantify the contribution of different normal modes
to the distortion, their energy contribution to the total stabilization energy and how
their contribution changes along the IDP. It is noteworthy that the results obtained
by both multideterminental-DFT and IDP methods for different classes of JT active
molecules are consistent and in agreement with available theoretical and experimental values. As an example, detailed description of the ground state distortion of
benzene cation is given.
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1 Introduction
In contempt of the great progress and development of various experimental techniques for studying the Jahn-Teller (JT) effect [1, 2], computational methods are
necessary to understand the microscopic origin and to get deeper insight into the
vibronic coupling effects. Traditional computational methods, can still be used even
where non-adiabatic effects are important, if a perturbation approach is introduced
to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. This is possible if the adiabatic potential energy surface can be accurately determined, as in the case of Density Functional Theory (DFT). In this way all the standard concepts in theoretical chemistry are still useful for the elucidation and prediction of the properties of JT active
molecules and many manifestations of the JT effect can be understood within the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation. DFT is today widely used method in quantum
chemistry and allows obtaining accurate results at low computational cost. Moreover, it helps to understand chemical origin of the effect under study. Contrary to
some beliefs that DFT is not adequate for degenerate states [3, 4], DFT can be
applied to both degenerate and excited states, as formally proved by the reformulation of the original Hohenberg-Kohn theorems, i.e. constrained search method and
finite temperature DFT [5]. Furthermore, Kohn-Sham (KS) DFT, as the most common practical way of using DFT, is based on the equations equivalent and fully
compatible with the equations used in the wave–function based methods. However,
precaution is necessary, conventional DFT cannot be used as a black-box, e.g. it
needs to be extended to treat a multiplet problem [6, 7, 8]. KS-DFT in its present
implementations is not able to derive correct energies in the case of orbital degeneracy [3, 9, 10]. On the other hand, multideterminental-DFT approach, developed
by Daul et al. [11, 12], can be successfully applied for detailed analysis of the JT
active molecules [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. This method gives the
JT parameters, Fig. 1, as well as corresponding geometries with good accuracy.
The set of parameters depicted on the Fig. 1 characterizes the potential energy
surface of the JT active molecules. The distortion from a high symmetry (HS) nuclear arrangement, due to the JT effect, towards a lower symmetry (LS) energy minimum conformation, is a linear displacement on the 3N − 6 potential energy surface.
In the ideal case, the distortion would correspond to the movements of nuclei along
one normal mode that belongs to a non-totally symmetric irreducible representation
of the HS point group of a molecule. Nevertheless, this can be true only for simple molecules. In complex molecules, the JT distortion is a superposition of many
different normal coordinates. The appraising of the influence of different normal
modes on the JT effect is referred as a multimode problem. Recently, we have proposed to express the JT distortion as a linear combination of all totally symmetric
normal modes in the LS minimum energy conformation [12]. Our approach to the
multimode JT problem is an alternative to the method based on the transformations
in the coordinate system which reduces multimode to one-mode problem [2, 21].
Recently, Bersuker et al. used the method of coordinate transformation of the HS
symmetrized displacements of CO3 to reduce the two-mode to one-mode problem
[22]. The normal coordinates in the LS are not identical with the normal coordi-
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Fig. 1 Qualitative cross section through the potential energy surface, along JT active distortion
Qa ; Definition of the JT parameters—the JT stabilization energy, EJT , the warping barrier, ∆ , the
JT radius, RJT

nates in the HS, so the idea of using LS structure as a reference point is in contrast
with usual treatment of the JT effect which starts from the HS configuration. Still,
we can easily correlate the normal modes of the LS structure to the HS ones, using
the method of Hug [23], thus having the connection with the common exploration
of the JT effect. Our model is based on the symmetry rules developed by Bader
[24, 25, 26] and Pearson [27, 28] for chemical reactions. Any displacement on the
potential energy surface has to be totally symmetric and consequently a superposition of the totally symmetric normal coordinates. Within harmonic approximation
the potential energy surface has a simple analytical form, hence with our model it
is possible to directly separate contributions of different normal modes to the JT
distortion, RJT , their energy contribution to the EJT and the forces at the HS point.
This allows calculating the path of minimal energy, Intrinsic Distortion Path (IDP),
exactly from the HS point to the LS energy minimum. Inspection of the IDP gives
additional information about microscopic origin and mechanism of the distortion.

2 Computational Details
The DFT calculations reported in this work have been carried out using the Amsterdam Density Functional program package, ADF2009.01 [29, 30, 31]. The local density approximation (LDA) characterized by the Vosko- Willk-Nusair (VWN)
[32] parametrization have been used for the geometry optimizations. An all electron
Triple-zeta Slater-type orbitals (STO) plus one polarization function (TZP) basis set
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has been used for all atoms. All calculations were spin-unrestricted. Separation of
orbital and geometrical symmetry, as used in the calculation of the energies of the
HS nuclear configurations, is done using SYMROT subblock in the QUILD program,
version 2009.01 [33], provided in the ADF2009.01 program package. Analytical
harmonic frequencies were calculated [34, 35], and were analyzed with the aid of
PyVib2 1.1 [36]. Vibrations are illustrated using the vibrational energy distribution
representation [23]. The different colours indicate the direction of the displacement
vector, while the volumes of the spheres are proportional to the contribution made
by the individual nuclei to the energy of the vibrational mode.

3 Methodology
3.1 DFT for the Calculation of the Jahn-Teller Parameters
In order to get the JT parameters (EJT , ∆ , RJT ), Fig. 1, it is necessary to know the energies and geometries of the HS and LS nuclear arrangements. For the LS structures,
as they are in non-degenerate electronic states this is straightforward. A geometry
optimization, constraining the structure to the LS point group, with proper orbital
occupancy will yield the different LS geometries and energies, that correspond to
the minimum and to the transition state on the potential energy surface.
Electronic structure of the HS point, on the other hand, must be represented with
at least two Slater determinants, consequently, using a single determinant DFT is
troublesome. In a non-empirical approach to calculate the JT distortion using DFT
[11] it was proposed to use the average of configuration (AOC) type calculation
to generate the electron density. This is a SCF calculation where the electrons of
degenerate orbitals are distributed equally over the components of the degenerate
irreps leading to a homogeneous distribution of electrons with partial occupation.
In this way, the A1 symmetry of the total density in the HS point group is retained.
E.g. for e1 configuration this will mean to place 0.5 electrons into each of the two
e orbitals. This calculation yields the geometry of the high symmetry species. Although, AOC calculation gives us geometry of a HS point, one needs to be cautious
with using simply this energy. Electronic distribution with an electron (or a hole)
evenly distributed between the degenerate orbitals leads to a lower energy than in
the case of an integer orbital occupancy. Practical solution to the problem is to perform a single point calculation imposing the HS symmetry on the nuclear geometry
and the LS symmetry of the electron density. This gives the energy of a Slater determinant with an integer electron occupation of the molecular orbitals. To obtain the
energies of the degenerate states at HS point, it is necessary to evaluate the energies
of all possible single determinants with integer electron occupations.
To summarize: the difference between the energy obtained by the single point
calculations on the HS nuclear geometry with the LS electron density, and the energy obtained by geometry optimization of the LS structure with the same electron
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distribution is EJT . ∆ is the difference in energy between the two LS structures with
different electron distributions. The JT radius, RJT is given by the length of the
distortion vector (RJT ) between the HS configuration (RHS ) and the LS stationary
points (RLS ).
RJT = RHS − RLS = RJT u

(1)

This computational procedure, for the particular example of the ground state JT
effect in benzene cation, is outlined in the Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Multideterminental-DFT approach for the calculation of the JT parameters for the ground
state distortion of C6 H6+

3.2 Analysis of the multimode Jahn-Teller effect
Geometry of the LS energy minimum conformation is chosen to be the origin of
the configuration space, RLS = 0. Every point on the potential energy surface can
be represented by a 3N dimensional vector RX using mass-weighted generalized
coordinates relative to the origin. Within the harmonic approximation, it is possible
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to express RX as a linear combination of all totally symmetric normal coordinates
(Na1 ) from the LS energy minimum conformation:
RX = QwX

(2)

Q is the 3N × Na1 matrix with a columns being mass-weighted totally symmetric
normal coordinates, obtained by the DFT calculations in the LS minimum energy
conformation. wX is the Na1 dimensional vector containing the weighting factors,
wHSk , which can be easily obtained solving the linear problem, eq. 2. wHSk s represent the contribution of the displacements along the different totally symmetric
normal coordinates to the RX . The energy of the nuclear configuration RX , EX , relative to the energy of the origin, in harmonic approximation, is expressed as the sum
of the energy contributions of all Na1 LS totally symmetric normal coordinates:
N

Na1

EX =

∑ EkX =

k=1

1 a1 2 2
∑ wXk Qk λk
2 k=1

(3)

where λk are the eigenvalues of the Hessian from the DFT calculations in the
LS minimum energy conformation. Using these considerations we can analyze the
multimode JT problem by expressing the RJT as a superposition of all the LS totally
symmetric normal coordinates, and directly obtaining the energy contributions of
all the normal modes to the total stabilization energy:
RJT = QwkJT
N

Na1

EJT =

∑ EkJT =

k=1

(4)

1 a1 2
∑ wkJT Q2k λk
2 k=1

(5)

The vector RJT = RHS defines the straight path from the HS point to the LS minimum — direct path. Direct path is equivalent to the interaction mode of Bersuker
et al. [2, 21, 22]. It contains essential information on the vibronic coupling at the
HS point. Direct path is in general different from the minimal energy path from HS
point on the potential energy surface to LS global minimum. The force along the
normal mode Qk , FXk , which drives the nuclei along that coordinate to the minimum, at any point RX is defined as a derivative of the energy over the Cartesian
coordinates. In the HS point this will lead information about the main driving force
for the JT distortion from the HS to the LS. The total distortion force, FXtot , is given
as a vector sum of the individual forces. FXtot gives the direction from one to the
another point on the adiabatic potential energy surface in a way of maximizing the
decrease of energy.
Na1

FXtot =

∑ FXk =

k=1

N

1 a1
∑ wXk λk M1/2 Qk
2 k=1

(6)

M is a diagonal 3N × 3N matrix with atomic masses in triplicates as elements
(m1 , m1 , m1 , m2 , . . . , mN ).
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The simple analytical form of the potential energy surface in the harmonic approximation allows calculating the minimal energy path, IDP, exactly from the HS
to the LS energy minimum. Along the IDP path the contributions of the different
modes to the distortion will change, contrary to the direct path. At the HS only JT
active modes contribute. After the first step, the symmetry is lowered and the other
modes will mix in. Analysis of the IDP allows getting very detailed picture on the
interaction between the deformation of the electron distribution and the displacements of the nuclei, not accessible through an experiment. We should make the remark that the EJT obtained with the IDP method is a complementary to the method
based on the multideterminental-DFT described in previous section. For the IDP
analysis one needs information about HS and LS geometries and LS normal modes,
thus, avoiding the problems of evaluation of the energies of the degenerate states.
Another important thing is that this model is completely theoretical, without additional fitting, all the vibrations that can contribute to the distortion are considered,
and all the equations can be solved analytically in the harmonic approximation.

4 Results and Discussion
Using the multideterminental-DFT procedure in the conjunction with the IDP
method we have analyzed a number of different JT active molecules, Table 1. The
considered molecules, in HS nuclear configuration, have a doubly degenerate electronic ground state which is coupled with a doubly degenerate vibrations. Thus, they
belong to the E ⊗ e JT systems. Apart from that, these systems differ in the nature
of chemical bonding, symmetry of the distortion, range of the EJT , ∆ and RJT , the
number of atoms, and hence the number of different normal modes that need to be
considered in the IDP analysis.
Table 1 Results of multideterminental-DFT calculations and IDP method performed to analyze
the JT effect of selected compounds; energies are given in 103 cm−1 ; RJT in (amu)1/2 Å; N is the
number of atoms in a molecule; Na1 is the number of totally symmetrical vibrations in LS minimum

Cu3
VCl4
C5 H5·
CoCp2
MnCp2
Cu(en)32+
Cu(eg)32+

Distortion

EJT (DFT)

EJT (IDP) EJT (exp)

∆

RJT 3N − 6 Na1

D3h −→ C2v
Td −→ D2d
D5h −→ C2v
D5h −→ C2v
D5h −→ C2v
D3 −→ C2
D3 −→ C2

0.53 [18]
0.04 [11, 12]
1.25 [12]
0.81 [16, 18]
0.71 [18]
2.12 [19]
2.31 [19]

0.37
0.01
1.24
0.80
0.72
2.70
2.50

0.12
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.57
1.41

1.12 3
0.10 9
0.17 24
0.35 57
0.77 57
2.34 105
3.36 87

0.28-0.55 [2]
0.03-0.08[37, 38, 39, 40]
1.24 [41]
0.15-1.05 [42]
∼ 0.35 [42, 43]
2.00 ± 0.20 [44]
n.r.

2
2
9
16
16
53
44

Without going into details, because some of these results have already been published [11, 12, 16, 18, 19, 20], we want to point out that the results obtained by
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multideterminental-DFT and IDP methods are consistent, and in a good agreement
with experimental data and various theoretical methods, Table 1. In all cases we
were able to rationalize which are the totally symmetric normal modes of the LS
structure that contribute to the JT distortion at the HS point, their energy contribution
to the EJT , and how their contribution changes along the IDP, even in the case when
we have to deal with 53 totally symmetric normal modes in tris(ethylenediamine)
Cu(II) [19]. In the beginning, the JT active modes, that are the basis of the nontotally symmetric irreps in HS point group, are dominating. If there are several appropriate vibrations, harder ones will be dominant in the first step, while the softer
ones take over along the IDP. The contribution of the other modes is becoming more
important for the direction of the relaxation with increasing deviation from the HS
geometry. Their contribution to the stabilization energy however is minor.
As an example, results for benzene cation are presented in the following section,
which allows the reader to understand the concepts behind both the multideterminentalDFT and IDP methods.

4.1 Multimode Jahn-Teller effect in the Ground State of Benzene
Cation
Benzene cation has a 2 E1g ground electronic state in regular hexagonal nuclear configuration, D6h point group, with a three electrons (one hole) in the doubly degenerate orbital. Hence, benzene cation is JT active and prefers a conformation
of lower symmetry. According to group theory, the distortion coordinate is e2g
(E1g × E1g ⊂ A1g + [A2g ] + E2g ). Descent in symmetry goes to D2h . In D2h electronic state splits into in 2 B2g and 2 B3g . Qualitatively, direction of the distortion can
be understood by looking to the frontier orbitals of the cation, Fig. 2. The direction
of distortion is in the way of maximizing the bonding interactions and minimizing
antibonding interactions in the doubly occupied molecular orbital originated from
the e1g orbital in D6h . The 2 B2g state corresponds to the elongated (acute) geometry, with two C−C bonds longer and four other shorter. According to our DFT
calculations it is the global minimum on the potential energy surface. The 2 B3g
electronic state corresponds to the compressed (obtuse) geometry, with two shorter
and four longer C−C bonds. This structure is a transition state for the process of the
pseudorotation along the lowest sheet of potential energy surface. JT effect in this
system is is summarized in the Fig. 2, while the results of the DFT calculations are
presented in the Table 2. According to our DFT calculations EJT = 880 cm−1 for
this system. The elongated structure is found to be more stable than the compressed
one for ∆ = 32 cm−1 . IDP method gives EJT in a good agreement with the DFT
calculations, with the smaller values for around 40 cm−1 . ∆ value from IDP method
can be estimated from a difference between the two EJT for two electronic states
and is 48 cm−1 , a slightly higher value than obtained with multideterminental-DFT.
Small energy difference between the 2 B2g and 2 B3g states suggests that the second
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order JT effects and anharmonicity are small and that JT effect in benzene cation is
dynamic.
Table 2 Results of the DFT calculations performed to analyze the JT effect in C6 H6+ ; energies
(LDA) are given in eV; the JT parameters EJT and ∆ are given in cm−1 and RJT in (amu)1/2 Å
Occupation State Geometry Energy
0.75
e0.75
1g e1g
b23g b12g
b22g b13g
b23g b12g
b22g b13g

2E
1g
2B
2g
2B
3g
2B
2g
2B
3g

EJT
EJT
∆
RJT
RJT

2B
2g
2B
3g
2B
2g
2B
3g

879.2
831.6
32.2
0.09
0.09

EJT (IDP)
EJT (IDP)

2B
2g
2B
3g

839.1
791.1

D6h
D6h
D6h
D2h
D2h

-70.9461
-70.9122
-70.9141
-71.0212
-71.0172

Benzene cation has been thoroughly studied over the years [45, 46, 47, 48, 49,
50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55]. The values of the JT parameters largely depend on the used
method and model employed. Calculations based on the Hartree-Fock and MP2
methods, not surprisingly, overestimate the EJT [45]. Experimental methods and
models that consider only one mode, on the other hand, are underestimating EJT ,
e.g. experimental value of Lindner et al is 266 cm−1 [46]. Recent calculations based
on complete active space or DFT, including this study, are much more consistent and
in general agreement that EJT falls in range between 700 and 1000 cm−1 [48, 53, 54].
Even more inconsistency is found for the value of ∆ , and alternately both states are
reported to be a global minimum [47, 48]. This is due to the small value of ∆ which
is in the range of errors of the calculations. Experimentally ∆ is estimated to be 8
cm−1 [46] and the elongated form to be a minimum. Independently of the particular
value, the ∆ is rather small, smaller than zero point vibrational energy, and JT effect
is dynamic. Köppel et al [49, 50, 51, 52] and Sardar et al [55] did detailed dynamic
study of the multistate multimode problem in benzene cation.
Benzene cation in D6h symmetry has four e2g and two a1g vibrations. After descent in symmetry to D2h they all become totally symmetric (one component of
each pair in the case of the degenerate vibrations). Thus, in D2h symmetry there
are six totally symmetric normal modes, which can mix and all of them can contribute to the distortion. Out of six totally symmetric normal modes in D2h , with our
model we are able to identify the three most important vibrations contributing to
the JT distortion: C−C−C bend (591 cm−1 ), C−C−H bend (1166 cm−1 ) and C−C
stretch (1556 cm−1 ). This is in agreement with previous studies [48, 53, 54]. These
three vibrations are illustrated on the Fig. 3 using the vibrational energy distribu-
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(a) 591 cm−1 (C−C−C bend)

(b) 1166 cm−1 (C−C−H bend)

(c) 1556 cm−1 (C−C stretch)
Fig. 3 Vibrational energy distribution representation of the three most important a1 g vibrations
in D2h symmetry of C6 H6+ , corresponding to the three e2g JT active vibrations in D6h symmetry.
The different co lours indicate the direction of the displacement vector; the volume of the spheres
is proportional to the contribution made by the individual nuclei to the energy of the vibrational
mode

tion representation [23]. These three vibrations corresponds to e2g vibrations in D6h
configuration of benzene cation, and contribute 99% to the RJT and 98% to the EJT ,
Fig. 4.

1

Contribution to the RJT
Contribution to the EJT

0.9
0.8

Contribution

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

591

977

1166

1556

3109

3128

Totally symmetric normal modes in D2h of C6H+6, frequencies in cm-1

Fig. 4 Contribution of the 6 a1g normal modes in D2h to the EJT (green) and to the RJT (blue) of
C6 H6+
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Fig. 5 Difference between the direct Path and IDP (up) and changes of the forces (normalized to
the total distortion force at HS point) of the 6 a1g normal modes in D2h , along the IDP of C6 H6+

IDP method gives further insight into the vibronic coupling in benzene cation.
Figure 5. shows the energy differences between the IDP and the direct path and
the changes of the forces of the different normal modes along the IDP. On the potential energy profile it is possible to distinguish two distinct regions. In the first
region energy is changing faster. After 25% of the path, already c.a. 75% of the EJT
is obtained. In this region all three dominant vibrations are contributing, with the
hardest of the three, C−C stretch being most important. Contribution of the C−C
stretch becomes minor in the second region. In the second region the change of the
energy is small and potential energy surface is flat. In this region, the molecule, after achieving most of the stabilization energy due to the JT effect, relaxes towards
the global minimum. The softest mode, C−C−C bend is the most important in this
second region.

5 Conclusions
In this paper multideterminental-DFT method for the qualitative and quantitative
analysis of the adiabatic potential energy surfaces of the JT active molecules is presented. It is shown how DFT can be successfully applied for the calculation of the
JT parameters. In addition, the analysis of the multimode JT effect using the IDP
method is shown. The essence of this model is to express the JT distortion as a linear combination of all totally symmetric normal modes in the LS minimum energy
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conformation. This is an alternative to the method that starts from the HS structure
and reduces the multimode problem to a single interaction mode [2, 21, 22]. So far,
IDP method has not been explored in the cases of the hidden JT effect, or where
the influence of the pseudo JT effect is important, and combination of two different
approaches may further develop this topic. The IDP analysis answers the questions
which are the totally symmetric normal modes of the LS structure that contribute
to the JT distortion at the HS point, how they contribute to the EJT , and how their
contributions change along the IDP. We want to point out that this reduction of the
multimode problem to the IDP solves the structural part of the problem, but not the
dynamical part, meaning the changes in vibrational frequencies by the multimode
distortion.
The performance of the multideterminental-DFT and the IDP model has been
evaluated for different JT active molecules. In all cases the results obtained by both
methods are consistent and in the excellent agreement with experimental and theoretical values reported in the literature. The detailed description of the multimode
JT distortion of the ground state of benzene cation is shown as an example of utility
of both methods. Both schemes are fast and accurate and can be considered as reliable tools for the investigation of adiabatic potential energy surfaces of JT active
molecules and for a better understanding of the JT effect.
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Serbian Ministry of Science (Grant no. 172035). The authors would like to thank to Professor
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